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“So the dad buffalo said to his boy on the first day of school, ‘Bison’.” Dave resists poking 
Michael in the eye after hearing yet another groaner. 



 
“I got these shoes from an old woman who traded them for my three magic beans.” Bob 
Kavanaugh explains to Seth how to spice up his camo wardrobe. 
 



   
Mary does her best impression of Ronald McDonald. 
 

 
“Ooo, no. I don’t think I could help you there.” Joel reacts to Steve’s idea about insuring his cat. 



 
“I started taking video with a pin hole camera.”  Nate politely listens to Brent talk about his 
history with media services.  

 
The bromance blossoms. 



 
“Somebody told me you had a tricky handshake! Never trust a Rotarian without their badge!”  
Joel is leery of trickster Dave. 
 

 
It’s hot and it is in a place where food is normally served, therefore it is food. Logic is 
sometimes required to prove a Rotarian lunch. 



 
“Here’s what you get when you come to Rotary. I told you it makes people crazy.”  Bob explains 
to visitors the origin of Crazy Crews’ madness. 



 
Brett and Dale just joined “Shirt Club for Men,” They are happy with the way they look. 

 
Chris prompts Konnie to tell about her week.  



 

 
“The head on that cabbage was this big, I tell you!” Michelle describes preparations for food at 
the Daddy Daughter Dance. Jessy is a bit skeptical about the popularity of cabbage with young 
girls. “Maybe they can dip it in chocolate…” 
 



 
Steve Joseph is looking for the party of the first part. Or, maybe he’s just looking for a party. 

 
Shawn Risteen receives a prestigious, second Paul Harris award for his company’s contribution 
to the Rotary Foundation. 



 

 
“So, everything I know is on this little piece of paper.” Bob describes what he does at the 
Chamber. 



 
Bob admires Major Musgrove of the National Guard as Rotarians listen to Seth describe the 
unit’s specialty and deployments.  


